
Eliminate
ENEMY heroes

Reveal this card immediately.
The player receiving the card
gives a battlestar token to the
opponent representing a Heroic
Leader. The opponent places the
battlestar token with an infantry
unit of their choice. The
objective is complete if the unit
(not the leader) is eliminated.

2 medals

Hold bunker
You must purchase a Bunker as
part of your force composition
and place it on the 3rd row from
your base edge. Mark it when
placed with an objective token.
At the end of the game, if an
enemy unit occupies the Bunker
your opponent receives 1 medal.
If the Bunker is empty, you
receive 1 medal. If a friendly
unit occupies the Bunker you
receive 2 medals. Reveal at the
end of the game.

-1, 1, or 2 medals

Hold towns
At the end of the game, if an
enemy unit occupies any Town or
Bridge on your own side of the
board and friendly units occupy
none, your opponent receives 2
medals. If a friendly unit occupy
any Town or Bridge on your own
side of the board and enemy units
occupy none, you receive 2 medals.
If neither side, or both sides,
occupy such a Town or Bridge, you
receive 1 medal. Reveal at the end
of the game.

-2, 1, or 2 medals

Heroic
action

You must purchase a Heroic
Leader as part of your force, and
place him with an infantry unit.
If, at the end of your turn, the
heroic unit occupies any town or
bridge tile on your opponent’s
side of the board, the objective
is achieved. Reveal immediately
once achieved.

2 medals

HeroIC
Breakthrough

You must purchase a Heroic
Leader as part of your force, and
place him with an infantry unit.
You must exit the leader’s unit
off your opponent’s side of the
board. Reveal immediately once
achieved.

2 medals

Delaying
action

If no enemy unit is within one
or two hexes of your board edge
at the end of the game the
objective is achieved. Reveal at
the end of the game.

2 medals
capture town

Take and hold any Town or
Bridge tile on the opponent’s
side of the board. A friendly
unit must occupy the
Town/Bridge when the game
ends. Reveal at the end of the
game.

2 medals

Sabotage or
rescue mission

Reveal this card immediately. Your
opponent must place a Fortress, POW
Camp, Factory, or Power Plant tile on
an empty hex on the 2nd row from their
base edge with an objective token.
Dice for which: grenade = Power
Plant, star or flag = Factory, armour =
POW Camp with prisoners, infantry =
Fortress with prisoners. At the end of
the game if the prisoners are in the
possession of a friendly unit, or the
Plant or Factory is sabotaged, you
receive 2 medals.

2 medals

Eliminate
observation post

Reveal this card immediately. Your
opponent must place a Lighthouse or
a Church tile on an empty hex on the
3rd  row from their base edge with an
objective token. Dice for which:
grenade, star, or flag = Lighthouse,
other = Church. Whilst occupied by
an enemy unit your opponent may
make use of the special ability of the
tile. If a friendly unit occupies this
hex at the end of the game you
receive 2 medals.

2 medals


